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Next Meeting

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS
It was a pleasure to outline my year ahead to our members at
the first meeting of the Rotary year (see page 3 of this edition
of In Gear for details of my presentation). Also included is the
speech RI President Sakuji Tanaka delivered at the last convention in Bangkok which makes for interesting reading (page
5).

THURSDAY 12 JULY
RICHARD GARNER
TOPIC: ROTARY’S IMAGE
CHAIR: GEOFF ABBOTT
CASH DESK: TRISH SMYTH & GEOFF STOCKDALE
PROJECTOR; DAVID LEA
HOST: ADRIAN CULSHAW
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

The projects we have going forward are exciting and I feel
proud of the work Beaumaris Rotary have done and continue
to do, both locally and internationally. I believe we have a
good balance of projects, and that Adrian (Community), Rob
(New Generations) and Fred (International), along with their
teams, will ensure we spend our funds wisely.

THURSDAY 19 JULY

It was a nice surprise to have former member Bill McAlaney
and his Mum Jean attend our meeting. Bill is continuing with
Rotary in Bali with his wife Clare at the Rotary club of
Seminyak, after they moved there last December. Bill gave us
a brief overview of the projects the Bali Seminyak club are
involved with. There is another short article on their Indonesian
activities later in this bulletin. Let’s hope we continue to keep
in touch with Clare and Bill.

YVONNE BEADLE
TOPIC: RUNNING A SPELLATHON
CHAIR: JOHN BEATY
CASH DESK: TRISH SMYTH & GEOFF ABBOTT
PROJECTOR; ADRIAN CULSHAW
HOST: GREG EVERY
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

Also visiting us were President 2011-12 of the Rotary Club of
Bentleigh Moorabbin Central, Joanne Beilby, along with Susan
De Bolfo and two other Susans (McArthur and Manks).

THURSDAY 26 JULY
TROPICAL IN JULY

Cerberus Beach House, Half Moon Bay, Black
Rock. 6.30 for 7.00

Our immediate Past President James received a special
award from International Director Fred, in recognition of the
support given to the Sabunese people by James during his
year as President. He was presented with a Sabunese ikat
(traditional textile), which had been woven in Sabu and sent to
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Fred just for the presentation.
James and Megan looked very happy now that they are
able to sit together again at our meetings. Was this the
reason James paid his $2 happy dollar?
On a sadder note, PP Brian Kimpton has resigned from
Beaumaris Rotary due to personal reasons. Brian and his
wife Jill will be greatly missed, however they have promised to call in and see us all from time to time.
Next meeting we have as our guest speaker Richard
Garner, the President of Hampton Rotary, talking on Rotary’s image.
As Greg Every is having the month of July off, Harry
Wolfe is standing in as Meals Man during his absence.
Please don’t forget to let Harry know promptly whether
you will be attending or not (and if you will be bringing a
guest) so he can give VGC the correct attendance number.
Stay safe and have a wonderful week
President John

Inner Wheel in Indonesia
Got the following message from Clare McAlaney via
Facebook and thought it worth sharing more broadly;
“Please share with rcob ladies if you can! First inner
wheel in ALL of indonesia. I am going to be one of
founding members, as can be member of two clubs.
Very exciting for indonesia. Malaysian lady front
right was vp international. She will come speak at
rcob if in Melb. Or at inner wheel. Will let you know
if she's down, wonderful lady, had dinner with her
last night. Pls also share with Megan etc. I love this
photo! Sadly, I was belting out a website and didn't
get there! But joining. 23 members already :) “

2012 - 2013 GSE Team bound for
West Malaysia
The Exchange to Malaysia is from 18th November to
16th December 2012. The team members who were
selected Saturday 23rd June are as follows :
Kylie McMillan, a Graphic Designer employed by Henderson Greetings, sponsored by Rotary Club of Hampton.
Jayde Lovell, Communications, Marketing and Media
Manager employed by SANDS Australia, sponsored by
Rotary Club of Moorleigh Moorabbin
Peter Schmidt, Co-ordinator of Volunteers for MCC Museum, sponsored by Rotary Club of Bentleigh Moorabbin
Central
Mike Johnston, a 3D Special Data Officer ,employed
by Manningham Council, sponsored by Rotary Club of
Templestowe
Please join me in congratulating them on their selection.

Kerrie Geard
Team Leader

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
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This Week’s Speaker; President John Manks
Topic; The Year Ahead
Thank you all for allowing me the honor of being the first guest
speaker for the year!

the club is run smoothly and the finances are kept in good
shape.
Note from Ed; Board, Club Service Team and other Team
memberships are detailed on last page of In Gear.
Our Club Service Team
Our new President Elect Bob, who is also the Club Service Director, has everything well in hand. A great team and everything is off to a smooth start.
Other Roles
Here we have the usual stalwarts of our club;
Martin Fothergill will head up a sub-committee set up by Adrian to review and make a recommendation on the sculptures
project.
John Beaty and Peter Flude will be assisting Rob with the start
up of a new interact club to replace Sandringham Secondary
College.
Foundation

Sunrise or Sunset?
Can we look at it as both? – The sun has set on 2011-12 and it
has just risen for 2012-13.
RI theme – Peace through Service
Our Rotary International President is Sakuji Tanaka. He says “I
realize that by helping others, even in the simplest ways, I can
help to build peace” and also “We strive for a greater peace
for ourselves and for our world” I guess that sums up his message.
To me the key issues of what we are about are:
Service above self.
Building connections with others.
Making a difference.
And most importantly - Enjoying what we do
Focus for the year ahead
Maintenance of our good Membership situation
Increasing our exposure in the community
A major single new project to provide focus for the club
Improvement of external communication
Fundraising – increase our income
Setting up a new Interact club
Our relationship with local businesses and community groups
Our Board
I am sure you already know who they are. James is staying on
the board as immediate Past President and with Megan’s help,
I’m sure, will organize a great Rotary conference in Wangaratta.
It’s important to note that we have Roy continuing on as Secretary and Richard as Treasurer. These guys are the backbone of
the Board, and I know that these two, as well as all the other
board members, will give me all the support I need to ensure

We will be continuing with;
• Member contributions to The Rotary Foundation (TRF). This
fee we pay every year and it keeps the Rotary wheels turning
at a higher level - a type of “overhead” I would call it.
• Promotion of the Centurion fund – Richard hopes to increase our number of Centurions to more than 20
Donation to Polio Plus – it’s very important that we continue to
support this great Rotary project
As well as this, we will;
• Get up to speed on the latest grants available from TRF
and District 9810
• Work out what Future vision is about and how it affects us
Have an involvement with the GSE program with Malaysia later
this year (by the way, as most of you know by now, our member Kerrie has been chosen by District to lead the GSE team
going to Malaysia)
Membership
Not so much about endless growth to become a huge club, but
about a friendly, quality club and staying a “fun club”;

• Encourage sustainable membership through fully informing
potential members of membership requirements, and focusing
on retention of existing members
• Nominate a mentor for each new member (one of the
things we have had in the past that should be continued)
• Encourage members to visit other clubs. This is important to
understand that all clubs are not the same, and it is good to
catch up with our neighbours now and then,
• Continue the roster for hosting at club meetings for prospective members and guests.
Marketing

•

Connect with local businesses – this is a good marketing
avenue and gives us exposure in our community, as well as the
possibility for potential new members, fundraising and providPage 3
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ing vocational opportunities
• Promote Rotary at community/fundraising events
• Maintain on-going relationships with Bayside council and
Bendigo Bank
• Pursue local media opportunities – radio, leader newspaper, etc
• Investigate social media possibilities, such as Facebook and
twitter

•
•
•
•

Community

• Mental Health Forum – a Bayside grant has been applied
for to assist us in financing our next forum (As I mentioned before, the District vocational award has been given to RCOB for
our work in the past on this – well done to Bob and his team,
and great to see that Adrian will be continuing with our next
forum)
• Berendale School – looking to arrange a hands on project
• Christmas cakes – possibly look at working with Bayside
community church on this project
• Potential new major project (Sculptures) – a lot of ground
work still to be done on this before it can become a possibility
• Beaumaris LSC and possibly other local community groups
• Concourse and Seaview festivals, which were successful
community projects last year and gave RCOB great exposure
in our local community
Potential new projects being looked into by David Greenall
and Mal Parks - aged care and gardening projects.
International

•

•
•

•

•

•

Disaster aid survival packs – we have allowed to donate 2 of these in the coming year. These packs are sent
to Disasters anywhere in the world where needed, and it
is an Australian Rotary project that RCOB are continuing
to support
Mosquito nets for Sabu Is in Indonesia – there are many
deaths on Sabu Island due to malaria, which is preventable with the use of mosquito nets
More Sabu water wells, I think we must have built 30 by
now? You are probably thinking not more water wells!
However there is still a need for many, many more on
Sabu
Education sponsorship – to sponsor a young Sabunese to
get an education that they would not otherwise have.
There is a girl who wishes to do nursing that we are
looking at assisting
Sanitation project for the student’s hostel in Seba (this is
the hostel that was our project last year – now built, but
more than 40 students are using the one “local” toilet
and washroom. Not a good situation, so our project is to
provide basic, but much more hygienic facilities.
On-going sponsorship of 2 Cambodian kids – CCASVA
(Cambodian Children against Starvation and Violence
Association). This is a very worthwhile cause and is the
result of a visit to our club by Peter Gray, who you may
remember

New Generations

•
•

•

•

Rotary Youth Leadership Assembly (RYLA). Leadership
training for 18 to 30 year students. Course is for 6 days
and held in July. (1)
Science Experience. A 3 day program for year 9 students held between Sept and Jan. (2)
Camp Awakenings. Youth development course for year
9 students held 3 times per year (2)
Mock Job Interviews. This is conducted by our members
at the SSC in Nov. It is for year 10 students to help them
prepare for real life in the workplace. Volunteers are
needed to help with this.
National Youth Science Forum (NYSF). A 12 day science
program held in Jan for year 11 students (going into
year 12). So far we have received 2 nominations (1)
Model United Nations Assembly (MUNA). Heather has
done a great job running this, where teams of students
represent a nation for debating at the Victorian parliament (when the pollies are on holidays). We usually
arrange for a team from SSC
Rotary Youth Program of Enrichment (RYPEN). This is
held over 3 days in May for students aged between 14
– 17 years. This excellent course helps leadership development, teamwork and personal skills
Interact. It is very important for us to have “all stops out”
in starting up another Interact club, although we realise
it will not happen overnight. Mentone Girl’s Secondary
College is one school we will be approaching.

Fundraising
For all our projects, we will need to raise a lot of funds this
year and Harry has his work cut out. This is where we expect
that our money will come from:
Grants from District, Council and hopefully Bendigo Bank
Charity golf day
Masters golf car parking
Bunning’s sausage sizzle (We are booked in for Christmas Eve,
and hopefully we will get at least one more next year)
Kerrie’s olive oil sales
Harry’s initiatives
⇒
Website donations
⇒
Bequests/past member contributions
⇒
Guest speaker events.
Harry’s aim is to have:
ο Diversification in fundraising activities
ο Ongoing projects to provide revenue beyond 2013
Initiatives that provide good revenue for minimal effort by club
members
Where do we want to be in 12 month’s time?
I don’t want to change a lot, just hand over to Bob in 12 month’s
time a club that’s a financially healthy and happy club that’s
making a difference.
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT OVER THE NEXT 12
MONTHS
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Sakuji Tanaka
2012-13 RI
President
Bangkok, Thailand
9 May 2012
It is a great
honour to be here at this international convention, addressing you as president-elect of Rotary International.
Rotary has been at the centre of my life for many years. I
did not know it at the time, but the day I joined Rotary in
1975 was the day I set my first step on the path to a different future.
Before I joined Rotary, my view of the world was narrow.
I was the fourth of eight children. We were poor, and so
was nearly everyone we knew. I had never met anyone
who was not Japanese.
Every week, my mother and I walked 20 kilometres to the
market, to sell vegetables. This was as far as I went and
as much as I saw of the world beyond my village. I
dreamed of travel. I dreamed of seeing other cities and
countries. I wondered what they were like.
Since then, I have travelled a great deal. I have seen
more of the world than I ever imagined. But nothing has
broadened my vision as much as the perspective I have
gained through Rotary.
Before I was a Rotarian, I saw only what was in front of
me. I saw my business, my family, my customers, and my
competitors. When I travelled, I saw only what I wanted
to see. I did not see beyond that. I did not look past what
I believed was important to me. One day, I was asked to
join the Rotary Club of Yashio. And it was two years later
that someone came and spoke to us about the idea of
vocational service.
From that day, I began to change slowly. I realized that
the purpose of my life was not just to earn more, to sell
more, to make my business better than anyone else’s. I
realized that I wanted to have higher goals — both personally and professionally. I realized that, for me, the
most important thing in life was being useful to other people.
And I realized that, by helping others, even in the simplest
of ways, I could help to build peace.
We hear the word peace every day. We hear it in the
news, we use it in conversation, and we talk about it a
great deal in Rotary. But most of us spend very little time
thinking about what peace is and what peace means.
On a basic level, peace can be defined by what it is not.
It is a state of no war, no violence, and no fear. It means
that you are not in danger of hunger, suffering, or poverty.

But we can also define peace by what it is and by what it
can be. Peace can mean freedom of thought and freedom of choice. It can mean security and confidence in the
future, a life in a stable society. On a more abstract level,
peace can mean a sense of happiness, of inner serenity,
of calm.
The truth is that peace means different things to different
people. No definition is right and no definition is wrong.
However we use the word, this is what peace means for
us. No matter how we use or understand the word peace,
Rotary can help us to achieve it.
Rotary helps us to meet the basic needs of others: to provide health care, sanitation, food, and education, when
and where they are most needed. It helps to meet the
inner needs as well — for friendship, connection, and caring. And Rotary helps us to build peace in its most traditional sense, by reducing the causes of conflict. It builds
bridges of friendship among people and nations. It helps
us to understand one another.
Through our service, we learn that the problems that may
seem large to us are really very small. We learn empathy for others. We come closer to people who seem very
different from us. And we begin to understand how much
we are all the same.
Through our Rotary service, we know that cooperation is
more productive than conflict. We learn to value each
other. We know that every one of us has something to
give, and everyone has something to teach.
To me, Service Above Self is more than just a motto. It is a
way of life, one that will make any life richer and more
meaningful.
Putting Service Above Self allows us to focus our energies
on what is truly important. We put the common good
above our own. We value the needs of others over our
own desires. We think less about ourselves and more
about what is best for everyone. And in this way, we help
to build the foundation for a more peaceful world.
This is why, in 2012-13, our Rotary theme will be Peace
Through Service. Because, however we define peace,
whatever peace means to us, we can bring it closer
through service. Service Above Self reminds us that none
of us can live for ourselves alone. A life lived in isolation
is empty and without joy. But when we live for others —
when we focus on our role as part of our family, our community, and all humanity, then we begin to realize our
own place in the world.
I am part of the first generation to grow up in Japan after a terrible war. I think it is natural that we now place a
great priority on peace. We saw where war brought our
country. And we also saw the great economic growth that
came when our nation made the choice to change our
way of thinking and to embrace peace.
This decision allowed Japan to grow and prosper. It allowed new generations of children to grow up in safety,
to become educated, to improve their lives. It caused us to
open our minds, to seek greater understanding. And it
Page 5
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allowed us to focus our energies toward positive goals.
In Japan, we value the needs of the group over the needs
of the individual. Sometimes, we give up what we want
for ourselves to achieve what is best for everyone. This
has always been part of Japanese culture. In the weeks
and months following the great earthquake and disaster
of March 2011, this was what helped us to survive and
rebuild.
This is a lesson that I think the whole world can learn from,
in a positive way. When we see the needs of others as
more important than our own needs — when we focus our
energies on a shared goal — this changes everything. It
changes our perceptions. It changes our priorities. And it
changes how we understand the idea of peace.
For me, the idea of Peace Through Service does not involve any complicated philosophy. I am not a philosopher.
I am a businessman. And over many years of business, I
have seen that, in the end, the only way to a successful
business is happy customers. When my customers are happy, my business grows. And this makes me happy also —
not only because my business is doing well, but because I
am glad to see that I have made others happy.

Sakuji Tanaka and his wife Kyoko, President, Rotary
International, 2012-13
Trustee, The Rotary Foundation, 2006-10, Director, Rotary International, 2003-05, District Governor, 1994-95

Sakuji Tanaka is the former chair of the Daika Company
and former president of the National Household Papers
In Rotary, our business is not profit. Our business is peace. Distribution Association of Japan. He also has been vice
Our reward is not money but the happiness and satisfac- president of the Yashio City Chamber of Commerce.
tion of seeing a better, more peaceful world — one that
A member of the Rotary Club of Yashio since its charter in
we have achieved through our own efforts.
1975, Tanaka has served RI as a director, Rotary FounAs Rotarians, we have a very powerful resource to help
dation trustee, chair of the 2009 Birmingham Convention
us in our quest for peace. The six Rotary Peace Centres
Committee, member of the Polio Eradication Advocacy
prepare young people as peace-making professionals in Task Force and Future Vision Committee, and regional
many fields. Today, hundreds of Rotary Peace Fellows
Rotary Foundation coordinator, district governor, and
are already promoting international cooperation and
training leader. Working with his district, he helped to
resolving conflicts throughout the world. By supporting our construct a school building in Bangladesh.
peace centers, we are supporting Rotary’s long-standing
commitment to building a peaceful world.
Tanaka has received the RI Service Above Self Award
and the Foundation’s Citation for Meritorious Service and
In this Rotary year, President Kalyan has asked us to
Distinguished Service Award. He and his wife, Kyoko,
Reach Within to Embrace Humanity. He has asked us to
remember that every human life is of equal value. And he are Paul Harris Fellows, Benefactors of the Permanent
Fund, Major Donors, and members of the Arch C. Klumph
has said to us, as I am saying to you, that when we live
Society. In addition, Tanaka has established an endowed
for others, we find greater happiness for ourselves as
Rotary Peace Fellowship.
well.
In 2012-13, I ask you to put Peace Through Service at the He and Kyoko have been married since 1963 and have
forefront of your Rotary work.
three children and six grandchildren.
And I ask you to understand that peace, in all of the ways
that we can understand it, is a real and a realistic goal
for Rotary. Peace is not something that can only be
achieved through agreements by governments or through
heroic struggles. It is something we can find and achieve
every day, and in many simple ways. And so, I ask you to
commit to a Rotary year for Peace Through Service —
and a Rotary goal for a more peaceful world.
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This Weeks Gags
Topic; Looks like we're not
the only ones getting older!

Mick Jagger
Sylvester Stallone

Boy George

Gary Busey

Kathleen Turner
Kirstie Alley
Burt Reynolds (Had a tiny
facelift, Burt?)

Billy Joel
Bridgette Bardot
Wayne Newton (Nice makeup.)

Nick Nolte

Bob Dylan

Mickey Rourke
Cybill Shepherd

Ozzy Osbourne
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Clint Eastwood

Keith Richards

Linda Ronstadt

Jack Nicholson (Put a shirt on, Jack!)

Joan Rivers (Get a date with Burt.)

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Don't know about you, but I'm feeling better.

Eddie Van Halen

Ed. With thanks to Bob McArthur.
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.”

Falling Petals, Japan, Photograph by Hisao Mog “I sat down on a stump for a rest after a stroll in Nara Park and
watched the deer. They were eating fallen cherry blossom petals peacefully. Suddenly a strong wind blew and cherry blossom petals started to fall on the deer. In Japanese, it is called hana fubuki, which means flower snowstorm.”
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